
Specific Homeworld: Carlos McConnell 

Cost: 4 points 

Characteristic Modifiers: +10 Agility, +3 Perception or Fellowship, -5 Willpower, -3 Toughness 

Skills: All Characters from Carlos McConnell start with Awareness, Stealth and Acrobatics. 

Talents: All Characters from Carlos McConnell start with Catfall and Leap Up. 

Fluency:  As a planet with little contact to the outside world and no interest to Imperial Authorities 

outside constant flow of the tithe and general quarantine, the people of Carlos McConnell are largely 

relying on their own dialect in everyday affairs, learning Low Gothic only as a second language, if at 

all. Even Regiments tithed for service outside the isolated world are only taught enough of the 

language to make them follow orders correctly. To reflect this, Guardsmen from Carlos McConnell do 

not receive Linguistics (Low Gothic) at character creation, however they are still capable of engaging 

in any verbal communication in Low Gothic that does not require a Skill Test. 

Informality: As a world under only an arm’s length – control of the Imperium, the plethora of 

Imperial ranks and institutional relations is often confusing to the Guardsmen hailing from there. 

Thus, whenever interacting with officers, commanders and other figures of authority outside their 

direct chain of command, the Player Characters must roll an Ordinary (+10) Intelligence Test to 

correctly interpret their status and power over the squad and/or their officers. Should none of the 

Players pass, the Game Master flips a coin to see whether they over- or underestimate the status of 

the person in question. 

Cat Leap: Thanks to their strange physique, the Felinids of Carlos McConnell are capable of 

impressive leaps and bounds. Add +2m of distance to Half Moves, Full Moves, Charges and Horizontal 

Leaps. 

Flexible: As any observer can attest, Felinids are capable of hiding in places that should by all rights 

not hold them with a conservative understanding of the human body. Add a +10 Bonus to Stealth 

Tests made to hide from sight and count as one size category smaller while doing so. This bonus only 

applies so long as the Character does not wear prohibitively rigid armor, such as Power Armor. 

Monitored: Since Guard Regiments from Carlos McConnell are an exception to the rule of isolation, 

the Munitorum is wary of them and quick to withdraw support in favor of more… proven fighters. 

Take a -1 penalty in addition to any effects lowering the Group’s Logistics Rating. 

Imperial Absence: Since there are next to no Imperial institutions on the planet, Carlos McConnell 

has no own sources for any of the Support Specialties. Thus, all such Characters are assigned from 

other planets. Support Specialists work as part of Component Regiments under the rules for 

Combined Regiments operating under the same Commander and with identical Drawbacks to the 

Core Regiment. 

Starting Wounds: Characters from Carlos McConnell begin play with -2 Wounds. 


